Route description from Schiphol Airport to De Boelelaan

**Address:** De Boelelaan 859b, 1082RW Amsterdam

1. From Schiphol Airport, take the train with final destination ‘Amsterdam Zuid’. More information about how to buy a train ticket can be found [here](#).
2. Exit the train at train station ‘Amsterdam Zuid’.
3. Take tram number 5 with final destination ‘Amstelveen Stadshart’.
4. Exit the tram at stop ‘Parnassusweg’.
5. From here, it is a 8-minute walk to De Boelelaan (see page 2):
Head south, and turn right onto Gustav Mahlerlaan. Turn left onto Parnassusweg, and left again on De Boelelaan. Turn right onto Asingaborg en left onto De Boelelaan.